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tional to the square of the current. The latter vary with the voltage
and current, according to curves which can be supplied by the manufac-
turers. The procedure is therefore as follows:
(a) Plot a time current curve, a time voltage curve, and a time-core
Joss curve for the duty cycle which the motor is to perform, and calcu-
late from these the root-mean-square current and the average core loss.
(5) If the calculated r.m.s. service current exceeds the continuous
rating, when run with average service core loss and speed, the motor is
not sufficiently powerful for the duty cycle contemplated.
(c) If the calculated r.m.s. service current does not exceed the continu-
ous rating, when run with average service core loss and speed, the motor
. is ordinarily suitable for the service. In some cases, however, it may not
have sufficient thermal capacity to avoid excessive temperature rises
during the periods of heavy load. In such cases a further calculation is
required, the first step of which is to compute the equivalent voltage
which, with the r. m. s. current, will produce the average core-loss.
Having obtained this, determine, as follows, the temperature rise due to
the r. m. s. service current and equivalent voltage.
Let    t = temperature rise '
p0 = PR loss, kw.
pc = core loss, kw.
T = temperature rise
Pa = PR loss, kw.
Pc = core loss, kw.
Then
.+
 With r.m.s. service current and equiva-
lent service voltage.
With continuous load current corre-
sponding to the equivalent service
voltage.
4^ approximately.
 (d)	The thermal capacity of a motor is approximately measured by
the ratio of the electrical loss in kw. at its nominal (one hour) capacity
to the corresponding maximum observable temperature rise during a one
hour test starting at ambient temperature.
 (e)	Consider any period of peak load and determine the electrical
losses in kilowatt hours during that period from the electrical efficiency
curve.   Find the excess of the above losses over the losses with r.m.s.
service current and equivalent voltage.   The excess loss divided by the
coefficient of thermal capacity will equal the extra temperature rise due
to the peak load.   This temperature rise added to that due to the r.m.s.
service current and equivalent voltage gives the total temperature
rise.   If the total temperature rise in any such period exceeds the safe
limit, the motor is not sufficiently powerful fo  the service.
(/) If the temperature reached due to the peak loads does not exceed
the safe limit, the motor may yet be unsuitable for the service, as the
peak loads may cause excessive sparking and dangerous mechanical
stresses. It is, therefore, necessary to compare the peak loads with

